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Introduction
Why Leadership Buy-In is Crucial
Senior level executives are at the core of any big departmental change. Success and 
failure rests on their shoulders. They need to be involved. Despite the pressure of this 
role, you can help them understand they don’t need to do everything.

Their job is to ensure new strategies align with overall business goals and changes 
are clearly laid out for employees. Your job is to convince them that Field Service 
Management (FSM) software does, in fact, align with business goals and explain how 
you’ll handle the transition. Take some pressure off executives by showing them you’ve 
done the research to get the program off the ground and you understand what it takes 
to succeed.

Step-by-Step Guide to Getting your C-Suite to Agree to a FSM  
Software Investment
Getting up the nerve to propose a new system and a change to the status quo can be 
tough. Use the following points to get at the heart of executives’ concerns and pique 
their interest in the project.
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#1—Help increase sales while 
improving service efficiency.
Do you feel like we’re missing an 
opportunity for additional revenue after 
our product is sold?

X Sell service contracts as add-ons to
product sales.

X Strengthen workforce utilization
by equipping service techs with the
tools and technology they need to
do their jobs efficiently the first time.

X Give techs the information they need
(through a mobile device) to upsell
while they’re on-site.

X Help increase customer retention
by structuring lasting relationships
bound by regular preventive
maintenance service contracts.

#2—A profit-centric  
view of service drives more 
than dollars.
Want to improve more than just the 
bottom line (i.e. build strong customer 
relationships and make money)?

X Improve customer satisfaction by
providing strong service touch points
and increasing first time fix rates.

X Build on long term customer
relationships by being their go-to
resource for all maintenance and
service needs.

X Gain deeper insight into your
product performance after the sale

#3— Enable more informed 
business decisions with 
increased data collection  
and intelligence.
Want the ability to make business 
decisions backed by data?

X Empower technicians to collect
data in the field with mobile
inspection apps.

X Track various aspects of the
service operation like technician

performance, inventory, competitor 
information, and more with 
customizable service portals.

X Analyze incoming data to drive more
informed, forward-thinking decisions.

#4— Track competitor 
information and prioritize 
service sales in the field.
Worried about increasing 
service competition?

X Take advantage of techs’ privileged
position in the field by documenting
competitor equipment information
and performing customer surveys
on-site.

X Train techs to pitch upsells,
service contracts, or even parts or
equipment during their interactions
with customers.

#5—Improve field workforce 
productivity by tracking 
time, service history, and 
other day-to-day details.
Wonder how our service techs are 
actually performing in the field?

X Use GPS tracking to see if techs are
really where they say they are.

X Schedule more efficiently with access
to immediate tech status and location
updates in the field.

X Track technician performance and
provide incentives for better results.

#6—Stop missing important 
steps in your field service 
processes.
Does running a service operation today 
cost the business more than you’d like 
it to?

X Cut down on truck rolls by getting
techs all the customer and parts
information they need before they get
on site.
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X Schedule techs more efficiently
by filtering by skill set, location,
and availability.

X Make sure no parts go to
waste by monitoring inventory
and setting up automating
inventory alerts to keep your
warehouse stocked.

#7—Invest in a service 
management solution 
that integrates with our 
existing ERP and other 
enterprise systems.
Are you worried about having 
to replace our existing enterprise 
software systems?

X Integrated solutions eliminate
duplicate efforts since the data
flows between the two systems

X With integrated solutions, we
can bill and invoice quicker,

since there’s no lag time between 
the time the tech enters the 
information and when it’s visible  
to accounting.

The Real Challenge: 
Convince Executives 
the Return is Worth  
the Investment
Executives are all about the bottom line. 
If a FSM system isn’t in their budget, the 
only way to get the ball rolling is to show 
payback. You need to show them the 
system will pay for itself and then some. 
Here’s how:

Improve effectiveness
First time fix rates can be increased by 
25% or more with a FSM system that 
provides in-depth service history on 
detailed asset records and identifies the 
right technician, equipment, and parts 
for the job before dispatching.

Increase utilization of 
technicians, equipment,  
and inventory
Many companies realize increases  
in utilization of 15% or more with  
a FSM solution, due to robust 
scheduling capabilities and GPS 
technology to cut time spent traveling 
and more item working.

Help increase productivity
Many businesses realize productivity 
increases of 10% or more in the field 
and 50% or more in the back office 
when technicians have access to a 
mobile solution.

Help increase revenues
FSM software allows for better 
management of service contracts, 
customer equipment, inventories, and 
warranty. Better accountability over 
time and materials minimizes unbilled 
labor, equipment, and materials. While 
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in the field, technicians can identify 
additional service opportunities 
and quote them on the spot for 
renewed service contracts, parts 
sold, and more.

Increase customer 
satisfaction
While all of the above items are 
quantifiable in terms of cost 
reduction, cost avoidance, or 
increased revenues, customer 
satisfaction isn’t as easy to measure 
in terms of dollars and cents. 
However, improving the customer 
experience alone may more than 

justify your investment in the long run. 
Contract attrition rates will decrease  
as your customers see more value in 
your ability to consistently execute.  
Your technician’s access to critical 
knowledge about customers, 
equipment, and service history will 
clearly differentiate your company from 
a less informed competitor.

Conclusion
You may be rearing and ready to  
go with a new FSM project—there’s 
no doubt it will improve your service 
department’s overall contribution  

to the business— but without buy-in 
from executives, your project isn’t  
going anywhere.

Start by igniting a conversation with 
your executives and using these tips and 
prompting questions to get at the heart 
of their concerns. Put on your sales 
hat and focus your pitch on how the 
software investment will benefit them 
and the business’s bottom line. Use 
examples and concrete numbers. Put 
yourselves in your executives’ head to 
help them understand what’s in yours. 
Good luck!
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needs. By identifying customer requirements and addressing them with the right solutions, we ensure our clients are 
equipped to match the pace of Industry.
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